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The aim of the discourse is to express how an abject psychological perception of a group can be
transformed positively through architecture. Architecture should not just become a sculptural manifestation
but should communicate and respond to its context. The goal is to create an environment that acts as a
platform for sub cultural expression but also becomes a domain for youth identity formation. The emphasis
is on the exposure of sub cultural arts and artists, thereby potentially establishing a foundation where the
South African visual culture can be booted by a fresh and youthful injection of ideas, medium and content.
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Young people’s experience of space resonates with an emerging sensitivity for socio-cultural geographies of ‘other’ human groupings. Public space is produced as adult space, hence studies of teenagers suggest that the space of the
street is often the only autonomous space that young people are able to carve
out for themselves and that hanging around, and larking about, on the streets,
in parks and in shopping malls, are forms of youth resistance to adult power.
According to Skelton(1998), there have been efforts to revitalize or aestheticise public space as part of initiatives to symbolically and economically revive North American
and Western European cities. These efforts have been identified as contributing to the
privatization or ‘annihilation’ of public space, by using private security forces and close
circuit television to squeeze undesirable ‘other’s - notably youth - out of these locations.
These types of activities lead to young people’s disconnection from the city and their
lack of access to public space results in their ‘attempts to resist adult orientated urban space through neighbourhood environmental activism and public art’. (Skelton: 8)

INTRODUCTION

Fig.1 Youth larking in Kotze street (Author 2006)

Fig.2 Corner Kotze and Joubert Street sign (Author 2006)
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PROBLEMATIC
Youth subcultures are increasingly producing artistic content that are not permitted at institutions. The content they
produce are normally labeled ‘non - institutional’ due to
the fact that they do not address the mainstream market.
Paradoxically, subcultures feed the mainstream market.
They are entrepreneurs themselves, they create their own
market and they are economic generators of their own
content.
There is a need to provide a place that accomodates
these artists so that they can gain a sense of recognition.
The viability of the arts in South Africa has stagnated and
needs to be booted up by a fresh and youthful injection of
ideas, meduim, and content. Furthermore, the conventional
art market can benefit from this initiative since it becomes
a platform for recruiting young artists that possess creative
abilities that are expressed on an informal level.
An establishment of a new framework for the arts is needed, far removed from the dominant forms, formulated within

the context of urban culture, critical of the status quo, inspired by social, economic and cultural imbalances. Bringing about a new language of communication, pushing the
boundaries of coding and decoding messages through
mediums that are urban centred.
A completive environment for the arts would be deemed
healthy for regeneration culture.
PROPOSITION
The revitalization of our spaces within the city is a positive gesture, as architects we are blessed with the ability
to transform a city to abide with the evolution of culture
and passing trends. The social engineering of Apartheid
segregated cultures physically, this seperation of different cultural groups preserved indigenous cultures. The
abolishment of Apartheid attracted an influx of previously
marginalized races into our cities, expressing more free-

dom and more multicultural communities - this exemplified
a better example of the demographics of South Africa. This
physical manifestation generated more opportunities and
expressed the celebration of a true democracy; the sanctions that excluded South Africans from the rest of the world
now exposed our cultures to global trends.
In the communication era, accessibility to global media has
lead to people, especially youth, losing their cultural identities and adopting eclectic identites. This identity contestation can be identified as a collection of practices, ideologies and values from which different groups draw to make
sense of their world.
Young people actively construct identities with the tools
of cultural production made available to them in a postmodern world
Cultural theorist, Dr Karen Malone(2006) states that culture
can be constructed in local and global environments or

both, glocalisation. For many youth, this engagement is a
way of connecting with a global youth culture and engaging through forms of hybridization, as glocal subculture.
Subcultures are cultural groups within a larger culture, often
having beliefs or interests at variance with those of the
larger culture and these subcultures often grow out of suppressive environments like the United States of America
with the evolvement of Jazz, Blues and currently Hip Hop.
A space that accomodates youth sub cultural activites
would become a stepping stone for youth expression,
promote sub cultural art forms and become an on going exhibition whereby the youth can interact with each
other. They will forge their identities within this space and
become the artists and not just viewers, they become part
of the art. They become the subject, content and theme;
leading to greater appreciation and understanding of various cultures.
This initiative will hopefully mark South African youth sub

cultural art on the world stage and enable the youth to
gain working experience in managing galleries, event
organizing, and marketing. Students drawn from various
fields, for example, would run a large portion of this space
- which would cater for design, fine arts, graffiti, poetry and
music. The opportunity to establish a media company thus
employment creation through the arts.
17
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CLIENT

DESIGN PHILOSOPHY

The Department of Arts and Culture (DAC) in collarboration
with the Tshwane Municipality will be the client for this
initiative; the services rendered by the department are as
follows:

The thesis proposal, as any architectural endeavour, forms
part of the external environment. The environment is the
all encompassing expression of forms, movement and
users that confers a specific place with character. On a
psychological perspective, character is identified through
visual communications that one expresses towards others.
Although the visual character expressed in this case
relates to that of human relations, so too should character
in architectural terms relate or communicate visually to its
external environment.

• Facilitating, initiating and implementing international cooperation agreements on arts and culture.
• Ensuring the representation of South African arts and
culture on the international scene.
• Managing and administration of arts, culture and heritage
institutions.
• Promoting arts, culture and heritage festivals.
• Supporting informal arts education and training.
• Supporting development and access to the arts.
• Supporting excellence and sustainability in the arts
(www.dac.gov.za.)

Their service delivery target or milestone with reference to
programme 2: arts, culture and language in society on their
strategic plan for the period 2003 - 2006 is to
• promote excellence in the arts
• create an opportunity to fund all forms of the arts
• promote equity in the distribution of the arts resources
• mobilise business sponsorship for the arts
• promote moral values and social cohesion through the
arts
• promote all forms of creative arts and
• introduce arts and culture programmes in community art
centres
(www.dac.gov.za.)

Fig.3 Arts and Culture logo,

The architect is the expresser of how the building functions,
how it is perceived by its users or observers on the street.
The movement patterns within the building are also
expressed in terms of how the different spaces flow into
each other, and connections that they make with the
external environment.
Architecture should express what it functions; it should
be a sculpture within the built environment that positively
emphasizes its own unique identity. This identity should
then signify the function and the built form as one entity in
communicating its position within the urban environment.
The current urban environment is constituted with visual
deficiencies; there is an absence of buildings that are
visually stimulating in contributing to the urban concept of
the city as an exciting and vibrant environment.
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“A city is an idea first, an expression of the idea which the society believes itself to be, it is made up of built fabric and people. City
forms their actual function and the ideas and values that people attach to them make up a single phenomena”. (Lynch,1960:46)

BASELINE STUDY

INTRODUCTION

THE CITY AS A HYBRID

One of the main phenomenas facing the youth of today
is the advent of globalization which is transforming youth
identities and making them adopt eclectic identities.
For many youth, the engagement in a specific type of
culture is a way of connecting with a global youth culture
and engaging through forms of hybridization, as glocal
subculture. According to Malone (2006), culture can be
constructed in local and global environments or both,
“glocalisation”. Furthermore, culture signifies the particular
ways social groups live out and make sense of their given
circumstances and conditions of life. This can be identified
as a collection of practices, ideologies and values from
which different groups draw to make sense of their world.

The city is made of more than just relations of individual
men and social conveniences – the streets, buildings,
electric lights, tramways, and telephones etc. It is also
something more than a mere constellation of institutions
and administrative devices – courts, hospitals, schools,
and police. According to Park, the city is rather, a state
of mind, a body of customs and traditions, and of the
organized attitudes and sentiments that inhere in these
customs and are transmitted with this tradition. Therefore
the city is not just a physical mechanism and an artificial
construction, it is ‘involved in the vital processes of people
who compose it; it is a product of nature, and particularly of
human nature’. (Park, 1916: 16)

The baseline study conducted is a theoretical investigation
into the understanding of how youth subcultures are formed
and represented. The baseline study informs the design
process prior to conceptualization. The study proposes a
number of issues that the designer should be aware of in
understanding the users of the building. This will ensure
that the building does not become a static ensemble of
elements but rather a collection of ideas transformed into
an architecture that best resembles or relates to the topic
of the thesis.

As time evolves, each section and quarter of the city
takes on something of the character and qualities of its
inhabitants. The separate parts of the city are stained with
the peculiar sentiments of its population. This population
manifests itself with diverse identities through a combination
of complex interactions with each other, thereby creating a
hybrid activity of new identities or ethnicities. Hybridity
according to cultural theorist, Homi Bhabha(1994),
describes the construction of cultural authority within
conditions of political antagonism or inequity. ‘Strategies
of hybridization reveal an estranging movement in the

“authoritative”, even authoritarian inscription of the cultural
sign.’ (Bhabha,1994:55)
‘At the point at which the precept attempts to objectify itself
as a generalized knowledge or a normalizing, hegemonic
practice, the hybrid strategy or discourse opens up a
space of negotiation where power is unequal but its
articulation may be equivocal’. (Bhabha, 1996:58) This
contestation becomes a struggle between the dominator
and the subaltern, hence Bhabha emphasizes that such
negotiations are neither assimilation nor collaboration.
‘This makes possible the emergence of an ‘interstitial’
agency that refuses the binary representation of social
antagonism’ (Bhabha,1996:58).
‘Hybrid agencies find their voice in a dialectic that does not
seek cultural supremacy or sovereignty. They deploy the
partial culture from which they emerge to construct visions
of the community, and gives narrative form to the minority
positions they occupy; the outside of the inside: the part in
the whole’(Bhabha,1996:58). The interstitial agent can be
related to the concept of youth and the supreme dominator
as mainstream society. This mainstream society stands for
a symbolic order in authority; hence the image of youth is
regarded as the ‘other’ in society.
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Fig.4 Youth media comic.
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YOUTH CULTURE AND GLOBALISATION
‘The term ‘youth’ is popularly used to refer to people aged
between 16 – 25 which bears no correlation with any of
the diverse legal classifications of childhood or adulthood’.
(Skelton,1998:5) Certain people perceive that teenagers
on the street are considered a polluting presence – a
potential threat to public order – and ‘thus they are often
subject to various adult regulatory regimes including
various forms of surveillance and temporal curfews’.
(Skelton,1998: 7)
‘Youth’ defines a moment of disturbance: a space in
– between, that of childhood and adulthood. It is this
period that the youth practices or engages with diverse
identities hence there being ‘moral panics of youth – as
– ungovernable mob’. (Oswell, 1998:39) The disturbance
expressed by the youth is a complex contestation by the
individual in forging his or her own identity.
The fundamental image of ‘youth’ is displayed through
style, music, culture and resistance. ‘The construction
and negotiation of cultural identities depends upon a
contestation of dominant representations’ (Dwyer,1998:
50), therefore certain aspects such as dress, music and

television are imperative cultural spaces through which
identities are negotiated.
Youth cultures are not closed local cultures, nor are they
undifferentiated global cultures, but rather they are in fact
complex products of interaction. Local youth cultures are
not a closed system of social relations ‘but a particular
articulation of contacts and influences drawn from a
variety of places, scattered, according to power – relations,
fashion and habit, across many different parts of the
globe’. (Skelton,1998: 124)
The reach of youth cultures into a global environment has
paralleled the acceleration of new technologies and their
use by global youth.

across internet downloads has created the technology
for youth to manipulate and appropriate youth cultural
expressions.
Media plays an imperative role in defining youth cultural
expressions since they provide us with the most available
categories for classifying out the social world. ‘It is primarily
through the press, television, film, etc. that experience is
organized, interpreted, and made to cohere in contradiction
as it were’. (Hebdige, 1979:85) The mass media are more
and more responsible ’for providing the basis on which
groups and classes construct an image of the lives,
meanings, practices and values of other groups and
classes; for providing the images, representations and
ideas around which the social totality composed of all
these separate and fragmented pieces can be coherently
grasped’. (Hall, 1996:13)

GLOBALISATION:
The aid of new technologies has made cultural spaces such
as dress and music images propagating a youth culture’s
posture, its style, and its gestures have spread throughout
the global youth community. Content transmitted directly

‘By mixing and blending the forms and meanings of
the overtly inner city expression with their own cultures,
musical tones and lived experiences, youth whether in
urban or rural, low or high income nations are constructing

a hybridized transnational youth culture’. (Decker, 1994:
28) In this way Gilroy (1996:56) argues that youth culture
becomes a global culture, its style, music and images
crossing with a range of different national and regional
sensibilities throughout the world and initiating a plurality
of ‘localized’ responses.
This transnational youth culture renders local youth culture
as a subculture since they become a minority in the
context of the larger whole with their own shared beliefs
and consumption of style.
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Fig. 5 Kudzanai Chiurai, Congestion: Oil paint on canvas 344 X 222cm

SUBCULTURE AND ART
Sub cultural theories are diverse across many fields; the
point of departure is the measure used by subordinate
groups to resist the dominant culture by creating their
own meanings. According to Hebdige, subcultures tend to
be represented as an independent organism functioning
outside the larger social, political and economic contexts.
The term subculture tends to suggest a group displaying
integrated behaviour, beliefs and attitudes. ‘The complex
interplay between the different levels of the social formation
is reproduced in the experience of both dominant and
subordinate groups, and this experience, in turn, becomes
the raw material which finds expressive form in culture and
subculture’. (Hebdige, 1979:84)

Fig. 6 Kudzanai Chiurai, Working class hero: Photograph 100 X 100cm

According to Hebdige, subcultures represent symbolic
challenges to a symbolic order, but they normally end by
establishing new sets of conventions; by creating new
commodities, new industries or rejuvenating old ones.
In terms of style, ‘the communication of a significant difference, then (and parallel communication of a group
identity), is the “point” behind the style of all spectacular
subcultures’. (Hebdige,1979: 102) It is therefore through
the distinctive rituals of consumption, through style, that the
subculture at once reveal its ‘secret’ identity and communi-

Fig. 7 Kudzanai Chiurai, Untitled: Oil paint on canvas 100 X 120cm

Fig. 8 Kudzanai Chiurai, Battle for Zimbabwe: Oil paint on canvas 120 X 230cm
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cates its forbidden meanings. It is the way in which commodities are used in subculture, which mark the subculture
off from more orthodox cultural formations.
Members of a subculture share a common language,
‘they manifest culture in the broader sense, as systems of communication, forms of expression and representation’. (Hebdige, 1979: 129) Sub cultural styles
do qualify as art in particular contexts; not as timeless objects ‘judged by immutable criteria of traditional
aesthetics, but as appropriations, thefts, subversive
transfotions, as movement’. (Hebdige,1979: 129)

The art scene becomes part of the unique urban culture of
that city’. (Turley, 2005:37)

Art produced by the subculture becomes a commodity
which is ‘sold’ to the youth and other parts of society
interested in the cultural interpretation of subcultures. This
will hopefully spark an art scene in the context where this
initiative will be located, thereby becoming a catalyst. The
art scene is a type of culture that needs the city to survive
since it needs artists, galleries and patrons that only an
urban landscape can provide on consistent basis. The
youth subculture becomes the artists and will uproot
diverse art forms within the area, ‘an area or group of
galleries becomes known as an art scene in a city, and
the patrons and other artists follow to locate in this area.

Cultural theorist, Mike Turley states that welcoming art
communities are located in large, metropolitan areas that
have other, more established, art centers of production and
consumption. The viability of this centre will depend on
the more established art centers allowing for experimental
communities to grow around them, because the institutions
(art galleries, museums, art stores, media coverage) that
service the more established art community can also aid
the experimental community.

The location of artists with diverse artistic expressions in one
area will manifest culture and their forms of expression and
representation within this art scene promotes recognition
for these artists. The abstract and experimental art found in
New York’s Soho district belonged to a specific community
of artists, ‘Andy Warhol to Jean-Micheal Basquait created
works and persons that could be part of an underground
New York artistic culture’. (Turley,2005: 37)

This art world will therefore take control over an identifiable
space in the city which becomes connected with the

production and consumption of art, and this area becomes
a catalyst that then spawns auxiliary businesses and
associated culture as well.
Conclusion:
Sub cultural styles are more usefully regarded as mutations
and extensions of existing codes rather than as the ‘pure’
expressions of creative drives, and above all they should
be seen as meaningful mutations. Subcultures are therefore
expressive forms but what they express is a fundamental
tension between those in power and those condemned
to subordinate positions and second-class lives. The
interpretation of subculture therefore is merely a form of
resistance in which objections to this ruling ideology are
obliquely expressed or represented in style.
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Fig.9 Graffiti mural by Charlies Vandals.

‘A popular understanding of subcultures is that it refers to groups that are smaller than
say, nations, while still existing within these larger groups, and which can be distinguished
in terms of their ideologies and identities from the larger group’. (Zaayman, 2005: 155)
HIP HOP SUB CULTURAL EXPRESSION
Fig.11 Graffiti mural by Fearuti.

Fig.10 Parental Advisory logo,

The advent of globalization and the hybrid nature of
our cities has fashioned the fact that young people
tend to embrace a range of musical and other
styles. In other words, their interests and aesthetic
preferences have become increasingly eclectic and
fragmented. The choices that young people make
are shaped merely by an underlying sense of self.
According to (Polhemus, 1994:14), young peoples’
tendency to embrace a range of musical genres and
clothing styles is therefore not necessarily indicative
of the seemingly inevitable triumph of postmodern
individualism. Rather, style(s) provide meaningful

opportunities for affirming a sense of belonging in
an increasingly cosmopolitan world filled with a
seemingly endless array of options and possibilities.
A sub cultural affiliation that many youth of today
engage with is the Hip Hop culture. Dr. Karen Malone, a
cultural theorist from Monash University (USA) states that
Hip Hop as a cultural product and marketed commodity
of youth culture has emerged as having a significant
influence on young people seeking to explicitly
celebrate and support ethnic diversity, individualism
and
collective
communities
–
simultaneously.

‘Hip-hop originated in the appalling social conditions
facing African American inner-city youth in the 1970s and
1980s. During those decades, manufacturing
industries left the cities for suburban or foreign locales,
where land values were lower and labour was less
expensive. Unemployment among African American youth
rose to more than 40 percent. Middle-class blacks left the
inner city for the suburbs. This robbed the remaining young
people of successful role models they could emulate. The
out-migration also eroded the taxing capacity of municipal
governments, leading to a decline in public services.
Meanwhile, the American public elected conservative
governments at the state and federal levels. They
slashed school and welfare budgets, thus deepening the

destitution of ghetto life’. (Wilson, 1987)
Understandably, young African Americans grew angrier
as the conditions of their existence worsened. With
few legitimate prospects for advancement, they turned
increasingly to crime and, in particular, to the drug trade.
Stridently at odds with the values and tastes of both
whites and middleclass African Americans, hip-hop music
and expression described and glorified the mean streets
of the inner city while holding the police, the mass media,
and other pillars of society in utter contempt. Furthermore,
hip-hop tried to offend middle-class sensibilities, Black and
White, by using highly offensive language. (Davis,1990)

Hip Hop was a way that urban black youth expressed
themselves in a rhythmic form. As a culture, it includes
four main branches of expression, namely: 1) “DJing”
(combing sounds using turntables or other sources); 2)
break dancing; 3) graffiti art (not vandalism); 4) “MC’ing”
(mistakenly called rapping); 5) Basketball. 6) Fashion
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1) DJing: This expression takes a lot of technique and hard
work. DJ’s learn to master such things as creating cuts styles,
matching beats, and working with pitch so that everything
can flow naturally. A cut is when the DJ produces new
sounds off a record by “scratching” it. This aspect is the
most important because it is the basis for the whole Hip Hop
culture. The DJ is constantly striving to make the music reach
new heights to satisfy the mind and ears of its followers.
(Clarke,2006)

2] Breakdancing: This is a type of art form that originated
in places like New York. It requires a lot of physical
strength which enables one to perform such “power”
moves as flares, shoulder rolls, and head spins. These
require upper body strength to lift your lower body into
the air while performing a series of twists and turns.
(Clarke,2006)

Geordie - “Hip Hop isn’t
a Black thing; it’s a street
thing y’know, where people
get so pissed off with their
environment that they have
to do something about it.
And the way to do it and get
the word to the people is to
do it creatively, be it writing
on a wall or expressing it in
rap…wearing baggy clothes
y’know. It’s all part of this one
thing of going ‘oh look man,
we’ve had enough of this
and we’re gona change it our
way’.” (Bennett,1999:15)

3] Graffiti: This expression is a way for people to show
how they feel through paint and piece books. Piece
books are hard covered sketch books traded between
artists who wish to show their style and originality.
(Clarke,2006)

4] MCing: Beats that the deejay supplies benefits the M.C.
(Microphone Controller) because it provides music for his/
her poetry. While breakdancing is mostly physical, the art of
writing lyrics or freestyling shows a strong mental strength.
If one “listens” to the words, you can see the originality
and expressions that the writer wishes to pass on.
(Clarke,2006)

Conclusion: Sub cultural expression is communicated
through its style, which is, in turn an aspect of its visual
identity. In examining the style of a subculture, we are
reading the language that subculture has produced
– this language not only communicates, but it delimits its
membership and inscribes its own identity.
Fig.12 DJing activity at TUKS FM radio sattion (Author 2006)
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DESIGN IMPLICATIONS
The building should be a robust expression that signifies it
as a building with an affiliation with street culture. Spaces
where Hip Hop expressions can be conducted must be
considered with the intention of also promoting this culture
to the street.
It should be visually stimulating in relating to sub cultural
expression as a communication through style, which is, in
turn an aspect of its visual identity. In examining the style of
a subculture, we are reading the language that subculture
has produced – this language not only communicates, but
it delimits its membership and inscribes its own identity.
The architectural style for the building should be based on
the aspect of mutations and extensions of existing codes
rather than as the ‘pure’ expression of creative drives. This
implies that it would be against sub cultural motives for
the building to occupy a vacant site; hence the building
should be attached or be part of an existing intervention.
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ACCOMOMDATION SCHEDULE

Fig.13 Graffiti mural by Kemo.

The accommodation schedule is perceived as a general
design guideline and not as a fixed programme that has
to be adhered to. The building will rather focus on the
adaptability of a programme to suit the ephemerality of
buildings.

Semi public spaces:

The building is a public initiative for youth expression;
hence majority of the building’s function will cater for the
public realm. The building will consist of:
Public spaces:
Community wall
Restaurant
Basketball court
Skate park
Stage
Community radio station
Retail

Lobby
Foyer/Reception
Media Lab
Archive
Lounge
Club
Temporary exhibition space
Open air exhibition space
Galleries
Gallery store

Fig.14 Graffiti mural by Sane Smith.

Public spaces:
These spaces should be situated on the ground level of the
building, it should facilitate for public interaction since the
idea is on the exposure of youth sub cultural activities. The
access to this space should have control points in the form
of ‘urban doors’ that can be closed on certain occasions.
An ‘urban avenue’ is created whereby the community
becomes part of this culture and interacts with their
diverse activities. In this area, the architecture should be
transparent in terminating the congested nature of the site.
The purpose of this initiative is on the exposure of
sub cultural artists and art forms, hence the retail
component becomes the interface of the project, and it
is within these spaces that the users of the space will
gain most recognition. The retail space should then
be situated strategically and form part of the existing
urban commercial orientation. The restaurant will cater
for the users of the space and can be used for evening
functions; it should work in tandem with the club space.

The community radio station addresses community
based agendas and promotes the artists on air; it
should be transparent to the public and be linked
to the music studios. The community wall becomes
the wall of expression whereby the youth have
the opportunity to express their artistic abilities; this
will also enhance the visual character of the space.
Semi public spaces:
The foyer, reception and vertical circulation of the building
should be combined to maximize surveillance. The media
lab is a space where the youth connect with other youth
sub cultures globally; therefore, it should offer transparency
so that it is easily identifiable from the public space and
to allow natural light. The temporary exhibition space is
utilized as storage space for artworks that are exhibited
externally and through the building.
The archive space is employed as a reading space which

will mostly house books and magazines; the lounge
space will work together with this space providing seating
for readers during the day. The lounge space should
become part of the club space during night functions as
seating for clubbers.
The club is a space in which the clubbers can express
themselves and feel an affiliation or affection with others,
forging and re-forging their self and group identities. It
should interact with the external environment and be
linked with the restaurant.
Ablution facilities
Art Studio
Loading bay
Music studio
Parking

Galleries:
The building should provide a series of galleries for the
exposure of artists and also function as social interaction
spaces. It should be connected to the open air exhibition
space.
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CONTEXT STUDY
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LOCATION

Fig.15 Tshwane administrative regions (Tshwane Muncipality, 2006)
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THE URBAN ENVIRONMENT

City Structure:
The architectural character of early Pretoria was to a
large degree determined by the quality of Hollanders
who were appointed by Oom Paul to help establish
his administration. Later with the British occupation,
came the English ‘society architect’ Herbert Baker.
Pretoria had its beginnings in an open space among
the Bushveld trees, where the winters were dry enough
to offer an out span to hunters, long before there
was any thought of founding a town. Pretoria grew
from this winter out span. Here the first buildings were
erected, where the people gave expression to their
confident belief that they had found a permanent place.
Sunnyside history goes back 120 years to when wagons
of the pioneers lumbered down the surrounding hills
into the valley now known as the Fountains Valley. The
pioneers found it a haven with abundant water, grass
and rich soil. A community established itself here and
further along the Apies River. The hamlet grew into a town.
Before the formation of the district, it was formally laid out
on 22 July 1875 by James E. Mears, it was historically
already known as ‘Sunnyside’. The words “Sunnyside”
already appeared on old maps of Pretoria before 1875,
because it was called Sunny Side by the English speaking
residents of the area east of the Apies River. The area
was a popular picnic spot and it was thought to be the
side of Pretoria that catches the sun, hence the name.
When Sunnyside was incorporated into the municipal area
in 1888, as one of the first eastern suburbs, it consisted
of 806 building sites. To link it to the central area of
Church Square, which is 3km away, a horse drawn tram
service ran down what was then a wide sandy road.
(Eftychis, 2001:4)
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Fig.17 View of apartment blocks in Joubert Street (Author 2006)

Sunnyside in the 1960’s:

Fig.16 Aerial photo of Pretoria

Due to the numerous apartment blocks, Sunnyside
was predominantly the home of newly weds. Not
only was the population predominantly young, it was
also predominantly cosmopolitan. Enhancing the
cosmopolitan atmosphere of Sunnyside were numerous
restaurants – Italian, German, Swiss and Greek, which all
contributed a bit of their own essential colour of scene.
Throughout business hours, the main thoroughfares of
Jorissen and Esselen Street were crowded with shoppers’
cars as the great variety of shops in Sunnyside often saved
the people the trouble of “going to town”. At night, cafes and
restaurants attracted people from near and far while the
pavements were thronged by window shoppers. Because
of its proximity to town and its greater living space, many
doctors, dentists, architects and businessmen favoured

consulting rooms in the area. As a result, most of the newer
shops were topped by floors of business suites and salons.
(Eftychis, 2001:7)
Sunnyside today:
Sunnyside is the residential area in Pretoria
which is the most densely populated. It can be
compared to Hillbrow in Johannesburg, which is
the most densely populated area in South Africa.
Pretoria city council statistics (Tshwane Municipality,2006)
show that 26 050 people live in Sunnyside. Of these
people, approximately 1799 live in houses, 22879 in
apartments, 740 in old age homes and 620 in communes.
Sunnyside hosts 282 apartment blocks, 20 town
houses of 250 units and 36 simplexes of 950 units.
Sunnyside consists of 1329 sites and covers 1837446m2.
Altogether 480 of the sites constitute houses, 724
houses and hotels, and 40 business ventures.

Fig.18 View of apartment block in Padnoller Street (Author 2006)

Psychological aspects:
A city impacts on the people that live in its boundaries as
well as the businesses, structures and services. According
to cultural theorist Alan C. Turley (2005), one of the keys
to understanding the city’s impact on us is to delve into
how the city organizes the places in which we live. Race
and class are the two fundamental factors in how people
are organized in the city. This type of organization is
evident in the structure of our cities, in which the poor
and minority groups live in easily identifiable areas.
The contextual position of Trevenna is a good example
that depicts the organizational structure expressed by
Turley with regards to the aspect of race and class.
This urban environment has its own unique character
in relation to the city of Pretoria as a whole. It is
characterized by high rise residential apartments, a series
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of night clubs and popular take away restaurants such
as McDonalds and KFC that appeal to young people.
Over the years, the Sunnyside district has transformed from
being a predominantly white upper class neighborhood
into a middle class society inhabited mostly by young
black people. This society has also been supplemented
with plenty of foreign injection of culture and identity mostly
from other African countries. The inoculation of diverse
cultures and identities has enhanced the cultural identity
of Trevenna, making it a complex society that depicts an
unambiguous community racially with various cultural
influences. This emphasizes an urban landscape that is
constantly changing and being changed by its inhabitants.
Physical aspects:

Fig.19 View from Village Gardens Flat [Kotze Street] towards Pretoria inner city
(Author 2006)

Fig.22 View from Village Gardens Flat towards flat module in Padnoller Street
(Author 2006)

Sunnyside is located on the periphery of Pretoria’s inner
city. East of the Apies river catchment, the rigid grid pattern
of Sunnyside seems to slot well into the layout of the inner
city. The street edges along all major east – west running
streets are defined primarily by rows of trees on either side.
This area is characterized with a mixture of high density
high – rise buildings and a natural landscape in the form
of the Apies River and surrounding landscapes, which
makes it a perfect setting for the contemporary city dweller.
When looking in the westerly direction, one’s view is
flanked by the inner city’s skyline and one’s attention
is immediately drawn to important landmarks such as
the Reserve Bank and the ABSA building. High density
residential apartments in the Modernist multi storey tradition
are the order of the day as a result of the City Council’s
former planning and zoning ideals. These apartments
are home to young middle income residents either
working or studying at tertiary institutions around Pretoria.
The former planning and zoning ideals of Sunnyside do
not accommodate for growth in any direction hence the
only development that takes place is the revitalization
of certain spaces approved by the municipality. The
current urban problem regarding the Sunnyside district
is the lack of permeability within a congested urban
environment. In the proposed project, the manifestation
of permeability will serve to enrich the ‘urban’ setting.

Fig.20 View of flat module in Inez Street
(Author 2006)

Fig.21 View of flat module in Erica Street
(Author 2006)

Fig.23 View of flat module in Greef Street Fig.24 View of flat module in Kotze
Street (Author 2006)
(Author 2006)

Conclusion:
This lack of permeability has resulted in the increase of
crime whereby the district has become a hunting ground
for muggers. Bently et al describes permeability as the
extent to which an environment allows the flow of people
from place to place. This in turn is the key measure of
responsiveness. It is obvious that the lack of permeability
of the Sunnyside district is affected by the poor planning
ideals employed by the City Council years ago.
This project focuses on the advent of permeability as an
urban proposal in fragmenting the existing congested
urban environment and responds to, as well as
increases, the level of activity around its periphery. In
doing so, the level of surveillance will be enhanced and
thereby creates a safer environment for the community.

Fig.25 View of flat module in Gerald Moerdyk Street (Author 2006)

Fig.26 View towards Dries Lillies from Village Gardens Flat (Author 2006)

“New communities must be
built as much as possible in
symbiosis with the existing
historical community or town
and the entire city should not
be planned in advance. One
part of it should be set aside
and allowed to develop in a
natural way. Such development
always results in a maze.
New communities that posses
their own mazes, that live in
symbiosis with history, will be
places that are attractive and
enjoyable to live in.” [Kurokawa
1992]
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SUB CULTURAL GALLERY
The centre for youth sub cultural expression aims to
promote youth sub cultural artists and artworks. The images you see on the following pages are a brief but
broad representation of sub cultural expressions one can
notice in the context of Sunnyside. Artworks produced
by youth subcultures within the area have also been
documented and represented in the following pages.
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Fig.27 Kudzanai Chiurai, Y Propaganda: Charcoal on paper 244 X 122cm

Fig. 28 Kudzanai Chiurai, Urban Salute: Oil paint on canvas 344 X 222cm

Fig. 30 Graffiti mural adjacent to Nelson Mandela and Du Toit Streets (Author 2006)

Fig. 29 Kudzanai Chiurai, Jim comes to Joburg: Oil paint on canvas 200 X 122cm

Fig. 31 Graffiti mural at Oeversicht Art Village (Author 2006)

Fig. 32 Graffiti mural adjacent to Nelson Mandela and Visagie Streets (Author 2006)

Fig. 33 Kudzanai Chiurai, Untitled: Oil paint on canvas 344 X 222cm
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Fig. 34 Graffiti wall adjacent to Nelson Mandela and Visagie Streets (Author 2006)
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Fig. 39 Graffiti mural, Kotze Street (Author 2006)

Fig. 38 Graffiti mural, Van Boeschoten Street (Author 2006)
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Fig. 35 Graffiti mural, Trevenna Street (Author 2006)

Fig. 37 Graffiti murals, Jeppe Street (Author 2006)

Fig. 40 Graffiti wall, Jeppe Street (Author 2006)

Fig. 36 Graffiti murals, Jeppe Street (Author 2006)
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Fig. 41 Kudzanai Chiurai, Sketches from artist’s idea book

Fig. 42 Kudzanai Chiurai, Sketches from artist’s idea book

Fig. 43 Kudzanai Chiurai, Sketches from artist’s idea book

Fig. 44 Kudzanai Chiurai, Sketches from artist’s idea book
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Fig. 45 Kudzanai Chiurai, Sketches from artist’s idea book

Fig. 46 Kudzanai Chiurai, Sketches from artist’s idea book

Fig. 47 Kudzanai Chiurai, Sketches from artist’s idea book

Fig. 48 Kudzanai Chiurai, Sketches from artist’s idea book
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Fig. 49 Kudzanai Chiurai, Sketches from artist’s idea book

Fig. 50 Kudzanai Chiurai, Sketches from artist’s idea book

Fig. 51 Kudzanai Chiurai, Sketches from artist’s idea book

Fig. 52 Kudzanai Chiurai, Sketches from artist’s idea book
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DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES

‘Urban developments are there to facilitate exchange of information, friendship, material goods,
culture, knowledge, insight, skills, and also exchange of emotional, psychological and spiritual
support.’ [Mandela Development Corridor Urban Proposal: Urban Solutions Architectural consultants]

The Framework proposes to improve the links
between the various development portions by;

The current development strategy for the Sunnyside
district is the Mandela Development Corridor
development strategy. According to the proposal,
the development offers the opportunity to rectify the
planning inadequacies of the past, which ignore the
very place of social exchange. A broader view is taken
to include the inhabitants and users of the area, ensure
unique exchange of views, ideas, friendship and culture.

A new network of streets, that are pedestrian
orientated are to be placed over the existing grid,
thus creating a more complete street pattern. The
intension is not to create car free streets, but rather
a street network that balances the needs and
requirements of all users - cyclists, pedestrians,
public
transport
and
private
vehicles.
One prominent raised street crossing to be
provided over all major streets – Schoeman, Kotze,
Pretorius, Church, Struben and Proes Streets. No
overhead bridge links or tunnels are to be provided.

The current challenges identified by the MDC
which this initiative aims to rectify are the following:
1. LACK OF IDENTITY AND VISION FOR THE AREA
The current area lacks identity, as it is
poorly defined and always treated as an
urban wasteland. The centre for youth sub
cultural expression will ensure a sense of
identity and create a sense of urban pride.
2. MONOFUNCTIONAL, POORLY DEFINED PUBLIC
OPEN SPACES
There is a current lack of good quality urban public
open spaces, where people can meet to see
and be seen, spaces where variety of amenities
are immediately accessible. The importance of
gathering spaces within the urban environment
cannot be over emphasized; hence the centre
will be defined as a public open space whereby
social interaction becomes the main priority.
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3. POOR LINKS / CONNECTIONS BETWEEN INNER CITY
AND NEIGHBOURHOODS
The centre bridges, with the help of the MDC, the inner
city urban fabric with the Trevenna neighborhood
through art to ensure urban integration.

Previous foot bridges have not been succesful as
pedestrians still prefer to take the shortest route,
even if no traffic crossing is provided for. The raised
street crossing allows for the traffic to be slowed
down, rather than to stop the traffic flow completely.

4. LACK OF MIXTURE AND PUBLIC AMENITIES
The MDC currently has all the right ingredients to
become a broad based mixed-use area, catering
a broad spectrum of urban amenities. Housing,
commerce, retail, schools, theatres and recreational
spaces already serve the area, and strengthening
further the mixture of uses is important to
ensure the long-term sustainability of the MDC.

Traffic crossing to be broad stretches of above
mentioned streets with cobbled surfaces, to make
commuters
aware
that
they
are
entering
a
pedestrian
zone.
[MDC
Proposal,
pg.8]

Fig.53 Additional movement network placed over the existing street pattern to
ensure a more integrated and balanced infrastructure.

Fig.54 Proposed pedestrain network over all the major east - west connector
streets

Fig.55 Additional interconnected street network is placed over the existing movement pattern creating a more complete grid, catering for a broader spectrum off
citizens.
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the existing fine grained urban fabric with offices, residential
apartments and retail activities. The intension is to provide
an outlet for arts and cultural activities to strengthen the
existing theaters that already exist within the precinct.

LOCAL DISTRICT IDENTITY:
The Mandela Development Corridor is divided into
four distinct local districts. Each of these with their
own identity, variety and mix of uses and character.
The local districts are:
Automotive and Commercial Cluster
Most northern Local District, with it’s focal square positioned
between Struben and Proes Street. The predominat use
will serve the automotive industry, as a variety of car
dealerships have already established their showrooms
within the area. The well established natural features in the
northern District also lends it to the introduction of smaller
scaled office buildings and residential units. The lack of
retail amenities within the area needs to be addressed.
Sport and Recreation Cluster
The Sport and Recreation Local District enjoys
the greatest visibility of all. It’s central location
within the greater inner city area, as well as under
utilised/vacant land makes it an ideal development
opportunity. The Local district has as its focus the
Caledonian soccer field. The uses for the area are therefore
related to sport and recreation. The district is earmarked as
a broad mixed use area, ideal to house hotels, conference
facilities, gyms, a strong residential component and finer
grain retail amenities. The Apies and Walker Spruit Culvert
are another distinct feature of this precinct. The opportunity
offered by this natural feature are to be exploited.
Government and Business Cluster
This local district is dominated by the DTI Trevenna
Campus, which is positioned at it’s centre. The
district is anchored by a grand/ ceremonial square
which is located directly opposite the main entrance
to the DTI. The square becomes the focal point
around finer grained amenities are to be provided.
Esselen Street forms an important part of this district.
The current vision to upgrade and return the street to
its traditional ‘high street’ stature is acknowledged in
the framework. Apart from the retail component a strong
emphasis is also placed on residential developments.

Fig.56 Proposed local district identities

Arts and Culture Cluster
The variety of existing historical houses become the focus
of this precinct. The framework foresees the extension of

Fig.57 Vertical mixture of uses

The Site:
The site for the dissertation falls within the Art and Culture
cluster, it constitutes of residential block of flats that is
embedded within Mientjies, Esselen, Kotze and Greef Streets.
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Fig.58 Mixture attracts varied people, at varied times for varied reasons.

A PHASED DEVELOPMENT:

Mixture of Amenities:

Housing:

The MDC proposal is a phased development. Most
regeneration projects have an informal approach,
with the final vision as its aim. Developments like the
MDC are meduim to long term investments and would
falter if the planning is not approached with care.

Broadening the mixture and variety is to increase
choice which in turn depends on mobility. In South
Africa, mobility restrains the greater portion of our
society. Through variety, the MDC framework implies an
urban form that empowers - giving the majority more
choices and greater accessibility to basic amenities.

People’s living environment will be transformed only by
integrating housing with other urban activities. If a broad
residential component is introduced within the greater MDC,
people would gain access to the overall urban system
with less effort [MDC proposal, pg.13]. The close proximity
to public transport, employment opportunities, education,
recreation and cultural activities improve social mobility.

Variety of uses ensures larger time of usage. A rich
perceptual mix is provided due to the diverse activities,
forms and people. Mixture of use not only occurs on
a horizontal plane, but also in the vertical. Building
typologies need to be introduced that provide for
example shops on the ground floor, upper floor has
offices and residential apartments on the top floor.

‘Housing is critical to the city centre revitalization strategy. It
should further attempt to accommodate for a range of housing
typologies and income levels as well as strengthen the
existing residential components’. [MDC proposal, pg. 13]

The aim of the framework and the proposed urban pattern is
to utilise the existing fabric and context to create extensions
which are complete. In essence the framework attempts to
establish a microcosm of the completed MDC from day one.
The phasing pattern therefore should focus on the central
squares within each local district as a starting point. All
first phase redevelopments should attempt to complete
a piece of urbanity, preferably the central squares.
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Public open space concerns people as a whole. They are places with no copyright.
People share them, benefit from them, they are the interface of human engagement.

Active Edges:
Successful Public Open Space is not dependent on
definition alone. The activity along the public face is
equally important. The building edge should house
activities which benefit from interaction with the public
realm and can contribute to the life in the street or square.
Public open space are those outside the defined
private realm. Public open space not only refers to the
grid of streets, but also to the precinct squares, parks
and natural landscape as well as the Apies River.

The public spaces are vibrant when they are
interesting and safe. They are safer when people
inside can watch over those outside. They are more
interesting and safer when those outside feel some
contact with people inside adjacent buildings.

Clear
definition
between
public
and
private
improves management, control and security over
the building. Perimeter buildings engage with the
greater city environment and not withdraw from it.

Defined Public Open Spaces: Perimeter Blocks
Good public space has one important underlying
characteristic, they have definition, they have boundaries,
usually buildings of some sort, that clearly communicate
where the edges are, that sets the public space apart;
that keep the eye in the space, that make it a space.

Urban form to support exchange:
Public Squares____

Successful urban environments clearly define the
public and private environment. Positive Public
Open Space can also be defined by their degree
of enclosure and convexity. Definition of public
space is best achieved by perimeter blocks.
The urban framework proposes to reintroduce the
perimeter block typology as building block for the
redevelopment of the MDC. Perimeter blocks have
various advantages over that of the typical pavilion
type developments;
They ensure active street edges, eyes on the street
therefore contribute to a safer urban environment.
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Local District Squares

Fig.59 Clear defintion of private and public realms

Fig. 60 & 61 Definition of public space is best achieved by perimeter blocks.

Fig.62 Designation of perimeter typology,private space and public space

Fig. 63 A Series of Public Squares as focal point for each local district. (MDC
Proposal, 2003:15)

Every Local District has a public square as focal point.
This square is placed at the centre of each local district
and will house in its surrounding edges the greatest
variety of public functions - restaurants, coffee shop, retail
outlets, galleries and public service facilities. Each square
will also express and fit the Local District identity. The
Business and Government District will have a more formal/
ceremonial square, whereas the Arts and Culture district
will focus more on entertainment and leisure. The four
main local district squares are linked by a well identified
route and are within walking distance from each other.

Fig. 64 The quality and variety of public spaces is wholly integrated with the
Apies and Walker Spruit Culvert. (MDC Proposal, 2003:16)
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FIGUREGROUND STUDY

By analyzing the figure, contradictory spaces are
ubiquitous in a densely populated urban environment.
The urban spaces are played out in grids of streets
and rectangular infill of the built / tectonic environment.
The dense nature of flats placed in close proximity to
each other is the result of inconsistent planning. This
has manifested a compact and dense environment
whereby there is not much space for sprawl. These
dense urban spaces only add to the escalating crime
rate of the area since there is not much surveillance.

Fig.68 View towards Sunnypark Shopping mall (Author 2006)

For architecture to be successful there needs to be an
advent of permeability which will allow for people to see
and be seen. An advent of fragmentation is needed for the
current urban environment which will hopefully improve the
crime situation and make it susceptible for social interaction.
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Fig.67 Figure ground of context (Author 2006)

Fig.65 Residential apartment blocks placed in close proximity to each other (Author 2006)

Fig.66 View towards Oeversicht Art Village from Kotze Street (Author 2006)

Fig.69 View towards clustered urban fringe in Esselen Street (Author 2006)
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D

B

SITE CONTEXT

Nile Crocodile entertainment complex
This poorly defined entertainment hub
west of Mientjies Street use to house
movie theatres and other entertainment
amenities. Currently is seems like a
dead urban space whereby most of the
commercial utilities within that complex
are struggling to survive due to the
introvert orientation of the shops. The
MDC proposal aims to rectify this complex
by connecting it with the DTI campus.

A

Oeversicht art village

A

The community known as ‘Oeverzicht’ has
a long and rich history. The residential
use of the area was used by the city
council to house railway workers. The
significance of the buildings lies in the fact
that they resemble the architecture and
social heritage of Pretoria. The complex
has been exposed to numerous functional
modifications, it once accomodated
functions such as nite spots that attracted
a lot of young people. Currently it houses
a series of privately owned retail outlets.

Sunnypark shopping mall and Esselen Street
The mall itself can be considered to be a prime
factor in the demise and gradual decline of
Esselen Street. Sunny Park is a multilevel mall
with a concentration of retail stores closed off
from the street around an introverted space.
The malls public attraction and conveniences
such as a parking garage resulted in the
depletion and robbery of pedestrian / retail
activity along the length of Esselen Street.
This polarization in effect transformed retail
on Esselen Street from relatively successful
pavement shops [coffee bars and restaurants]
to more “fly-by-night” cash loan stores and take
away joints. Sunny Park is nevertheless still
the hub of Esselen Street and should be more
pedestrainized with ground floor thoroughfare
as an essential notion. Across the street, one
is confronted with ground floor commercial
utilities in the form of a pub and a night club. 59
C

B
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C
Fig.70 3-dimensional context model

The Department of Trade and Industry
The Department of Trade and Industry is a
government complex that was initiated as the
first phase for the MDC framework. The building
has improved the pedestrian movement on
the last part of Esselen Street by providing
commercial amenities on the ground floor
that have an extrovert orientation. The main
entrance relates well to the intersection of
Esselen and Mientjies Streets by opening
up to accommodate pedestrians through
the building. This intervention has become
somewhat a public attraction by allocating a
restaurant placed subsequently to Mientjies
Street. The building considers the existing
urban conventions within the context and
has rectified old planning deficiencies.
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Freeway – West Of Esselen –Nelson Mandela freeway
This freeway located on the western side of Esselen Street
can be considered a tear in the urban fabric of Sunnyside.
The freeway vividly carves the Apies River away from the
CBD and eliminates a focal point at the end of Esselen Street.
Pedestrian flow was initially hindered affecting commercial
development; this was evident with the increasing amount
of empty shops becoming adult entertainment storessymbolizing urban and moral decline. The implementation
of the MDC proposal in the form of the DTI campus has
rejuvenated this area to a certain extent; pedestrian flow has
been enhanced due to street edge commercial activities.
Flats
Sunnyside’s urban architectural influence can be to a
large extent a result of Corbusian ideals popular in the
fifties and sixties. The architecture is reminiscent of the
ideals of the Chatre d’ Athenes and Unite de Habitation
in which the layering of functions and definition of the
street edge cultivated a public domain and heightened
the drama of living. The absence of defensible introverted
spaces and lack of articulation spaces with respect
to one another inevitably induced deterioration with
the advent of crime, poverty and pollution in the area.

mostly vehicles connecting to the busy Nelson Mandela
freeway to the west. It does cater for pedestrian
movement but the urban character of the street is not
friendly for pedestrians since drivers mostly use it as
a speed way, one is destined to notice a drag race
whenever the robots turn green at the intersection with
Mientjies Street. The MDC proposal enforces a pedestrian
crossing over this street which will hopefully make it
much safer for pedestrians and slow the street down.
Greef Street is a slow two lane street which accommodates
flats on either side of the street. It is pedestrian friendly due
to its slow nature, the area between Kotze and Esselen
Streets are usually vibrant with a unique character which
constitutes of people expressing themselves by means
of loud music form their vehicles. The northern part of
this street, closer to Schoeman Street and adjacent to
Sunnypark is dull due to the lack of activities within that
area. Adjacent to the street, also on the northern part
is an empty site; the dullness of this area should be
rectified with the implementation of the MDC proposal.
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Fig.71 View south towards Nelson Mandela Freeway (Author 2006)

Mientjies, Kotze and Greef Streets
Mientjies Street spans between Kotze Street to the
south and Schoeman Street to the north, it serves as a
thoroughfare for vehicles and pedestrians between the
above mentioned streets. It has the potential for becoming
a unique pedestrianized avenue since it accommodates
a series of commercial activities, a poorly defined public
space in the form of the Nile Crocodile entertainment
complex; which should be rectified with the implementation
of the MDC proposal. The northern part of the street
adjacent to the DTI campus is normally populated with
vehicles parked on the edge of the street due to the
open nature of an empty site opposite the campus.
Kotze Street is a broad four lane street that accommodates

Fig.72 View east of Nelson Mandela towards Kotze Street (Author 2006)

Fig.73 View east of Nelson Mandela towards Esselen Street (Author 2006)
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Location_
25.7500 south, 28.1670 east.
The building for youth sub cultural
expression presupposes an existing block
of buildings in Sunnyside. The site is located
across the street from the DTI campus, which
is a busy vehicular/pedestrian exchange.
Fig.76 Northwest perspective of site.

Street address_
Embedded between Mientjies street to the
west, Greef Street to the east, Esselen Street
to the north and Kotze Street to the south.
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Fig.77 Southwest perspective of site.

Fig.78 Eastern perspective of site.
Fig.75 Main pedestrain and vehicular circulation within the context
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Fig.79 Northeast perspective of site.
Fig.74 Site location within the context.
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A - Vacant

Rationale for site selection_

B - Housing
C - Parking
1

1

2
Fig.84 View of site from Nile Crocodile entertainment complex
(Author 2006)

Fig.81 View of site from Mientjies Street (Author 2006)

6

A

Quandary site selection_

B
2

Firstly, the site faces the busiest street in Sunnyside in the
form of Esselen Street and at an active intersection which
caters for pedestrian and vehicular movement. Secondly,
the site forms part of the cultural circle as proposed in the
Mandela Development Corridor urban proposal. Thirdly, the
vacant building situated on the north western corner of the
site was initially the headquarters for the South African police
department during the early 1960s. This became imperative
with regards to the concept formulation of the design.

Criteria

A

C

C
B

B

3
Fig.82 View of site from Kotze Street (Author 2006)

B

4
Fig.85 View of site from Joubert Street (Author 2006)

5

4

The
new
building
should
endeavour
to enrich the site and contribute in
establishing an advent of permeability.

•

Existing buildings form part of the historical
makings of any locality and should
be accommodated as far as possible

•

Fig.80 Aerial photograph of site (Tshwane Municipality 2006)

5
Fig.83 View of site from Greet Street (Author 2006)

6
Fig.86 View of site from Esselen Street (Author 2006)

site_

•

•

3

for

The site edges facing the streets can be seen as
an interface between what is happening outside in
the mainstream socio-political society and inside
becomes a meeting place for the youth sub culture.
‘Visuality’ should be achieved through the
mutations of existing buildings construed within
the site.
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Fig.87 Facade of Alan’s Place luxury apartments and the old Police Headquarters (Author 2006)

ARCHITECTURAL ELEMENTS
The two main buildings facing Esselen Street express
an architectural language that communicates a story
to the external public. This expression is conveyed by
means of the façade articulation of the two buildings.
Old Police Headquarters:
The hard façade of the old police headquarters amplifies to
the public, the existing architecture represents the history
of the oppressor. The building expresses a masculine
architectural language in terms of its tectonic application.
The use of rough exposed aggregate as a façade
articulation renders the building as a sturdy monument.
The conformed linearity of the façade also compliments
the sturdy nature of the building; the dominant architectural
language projected by the building to the public realm

signifies it as a building with an affiliation towards
the implementation of authority, order and precision.
Alan’s Place luxury apartments:
The façade articulation expressed here is in contrast to the
adjacent building in the form of the old police headquarters.
The building pronounces itself as a transparent light
entity with glazing spanning from slab to slab. It houses
mostly young people and the character of the building
emphasizes the open minded mentality of its inhabitants.
The different colours of the façade, with a blend of exposed
brick gives the building character and accentuates it
as a youth residence with its advent of transparency.
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MACRO AND MICRO CLIMATE

Climate:
Pretoria falls under the Northern Steppe
climatic zone of South Africa, suggesting the
existence of distinct rainy and dry seasons.
Pretoria has hot summers, moderately cold
winters, and moderate humidity levels.
Rainfall during the summer months is
mostly limited to afternoon showers.

Sun:
At 12h00 solar time, the vertical sun
angle in Pretoria is as follows:
Summer: 88 degrees
Solstice: 64.23 degrees
Winter: 40.73 degrees

Wind:
Prevailing winds
Summer: east – north – easterly to east
– south – easterly with 41% of days
breezy. Winter: south – westerly with some
north – easterly and 60% breezy days.

Temperature:
Average maximum temperature: 32C
January: 22C in July
Extreme: 42C in the summer months
Average minimum temperature: 18C
January :4C July
Extreme :-7C

Precipitation:
The annual precipitation for Pretoria
is 494mm P/A (min), 686mm P/A
(average) and 1069mm P/A (max). Hail
occurs four days per year on average,
enough to be considered a threat to
building materials and vegetation.
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The weather information portrays a
predictable and manageable climate and
should be optimized to narrow the distinction
between inside and outside space
Napier,A. 2000 :9
Fig.88 Climatic data of Pretoria

WINTER

SUMMER

February @ 06h30

February @ 10h30

February @ 12h30

February @ 15h30

February @ 17h30

June @ 06h30

June @ 10h30

June @ 12h30

June @ 15h30

June @ 17h30
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URBAN PROPOSAL

The urban proposal reinforces the existing MDC development strategy in permeating the existing urban character of Trevenna. The
context of the site is a congested fabric that needs a sense of fragmentation to link up in the form of public open spaces. Making use
of lost spaces and gentrifying existing empty buildings is a sustainable approach in creating an urban form that supports exchange.

Fig.89 View between Old police building
and Mientjies building (Author 2006)
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Fig.90 View between Old police building and Alan’s place luxury apartment
(Author 2006)

Fig.91 View towards Old police building
parking bays (Author 2006)

CONGESTED NATURE OF THE SITE

Fig.92 Exterior facade of Old police building (Author 2006)

Fig.93 View of the site from Village Gardens Flat
(Author 2006)
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housing

Naledia
Flats

housing

The economic potential of the proposal will invariably lead to more urban character
for Sunnyside and surrounding areas. The proposal enforces public participation
whereby the idea is for the populace to define their own urban character, visually.

parking

alan’s place
apartments
village gardens
parking
old police
headquarters

len

e
ess

village gardens
flat
Fig.98 Entrance to Alan’s place basement
parking

public space

Fig.100 Existing overhead bridge connecting the
two buildings

mientjies
building

is
ex

es

ntji

Fig.95 Existing commercial divisions on
ground floor

Fig.96 Residential components to be
demolished

Stratagem 001_______existing commercial amenities

Stratagem 002_______eradicating planning irregularities

The existing commercial divisions on the ground floor
of the old police building and Alan’s Place luxury
apartments will be accommodated across the street.
These divisions should be placed on the ground
floor which will form part of the MDC proposal and
reinforce the commercial nature of Esselen Street.

The existing arrangement of buildings within the site does
not provide the bare necessities for buildings that are meant
to cater for housing. By referring to the graphics, one can
clearly notice that the highlighted buildings do not obtain
much natural light and they only comprise of south facing
windows. These residential blocks consist of 28 units that
are populated even though it is not a pleasant place to
live. For the purpose of the centre, these blocks will be
removed and the residents will be catered for in parts of the
housing component that the centre will provide. The other
residents should be catered for in the housing proposals
that will be implemented as per the MDC proposal.

Fig.97 Parking bays to be demolished

Stratagem
003_______permeating
environment

a

congested

This stratagem rezones the existing parking for the
residents of Village Gardens and proposes underground
parking as an elucidation. The old covered parking for
Naledia flats will be eradicated since it is not functional as
a parking bay anymore. The entrance for the underground
parking should be accessed from Mientjies Street; which
is the current access point to the existing parking bays.

Fig.99 Elements to be demolished

Stratagem

Fig.101 Mientjies building

004_______appropriating

unused

spaces

The Mientjies building is currently vacant; the proposal
renovates the ground floor of this building as a commercial
utility since the ground floor currently caters for parking.
This commercial utility will amalgamate with the existing
commercial spine across the street in the form of the
Nile Crocodile entertainment complex. The first floor will
become an open plan office space and the second
floor will be proposed as an arcade gaming zone which
will be connected with the old police headquarters and
form part of the intervention. The existing basement
parking for Alan’s Place luxury apartments is not often
utilised, the basement caters for 18 parking bays which
accommodates parking for residents. This basement will
be extended and become a mixed use parking basement
for the centre and for the residents. The first floor for the
luxury apartments initially functioned as a disco, currently
this space is vacant. This space will be incorporated into
the design of the centre with its preceding function in mind.
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Fig.94 Existing built form
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Fig.102 The proposal

Stratagem

005_______providing

access

points

The space for the rezoned commercial divisions under
Alan’s Place apartments will become access points into the
public space. The other access point into the public space
would be from Mientjies street. These access points should
have controlled entrances that can be closed incase there
are specific functions taking place within the public space.
The idea of these access points is to give the passerby
within the streets a glimpse of different events occurring
within the public space. This attraction then entices the
passerby into the public space, thereby exposing the
individual to the diverse occurrences within the space;
this also becomes an urban avenue whereby one can
permeate through from Mientjies to Esselen or vice versa.
Conclusion:
This advent of permeability proposed, links up
with the proposed MDC framework in linking
up with the other proposed public squares.

Fig.103 Proposal links with the MDC Framework

Documentation Centre
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Berlin, Germany
Gunther Domenig
‘In a competition staged by the Nuremberg city council,
Austrian architect Gunther Domenig was commissioned
to convert part of the mammoth Kongresshalle into a
Centre for the Documentation of the History of the Third
Reich, a forum for a new and particularly chilling branch
of cultural archaeology. Formerly the showpiece of
Speer’s megalomaniac plan, the Kongresshalle is now
a decaying neo-Classical dinosaur, an ignominious
testimony to the crassness and folly of Nazi ambition.
Fig.106 View of temporary exhibition space centre

Fig.109 View of courtyard space

Fig.112 View of sloping corridor

ASSIMILATE

Fig.107 Ground floor plan of Documentation centre
Fig.110 Conclusion of sloping corridor

Fig.113 View of study centre

Fig.104 Main entrance of Documentation centre

Fig.105 Longitudinal section Documentation centre

Fig.108 First floor plan of Documentation centre

Fig.111 Second floor plan of Documentation centre

Fig.114 Upper floor plan of Documentation centre

The intervention impinges on Kongresshalle’s northern
most courtyard block, but his tactics are unequivocally and
admirably confrontational. Here the present grabs the past
firmly by the lapels, driving a literal and symbolic wedge
through the Reich’s ponderous Cartesian geometry. The
wedge can be read as many things, an artful knife gash or a
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cleansing blade of light, that scythes through the brooding
masonry hulk with powerful economy and clarity in order
to illuminate the building’s past and its role in wider history.
The work does not interfere with the original layout;
all the new exhibition spaces are carved out of the
existing rooms, which retain their atmosphere of slightly
gloomy melancholy. The immediate impression of
the entrance is of menace, fuelled by architectonic
imbalance and astringency. Domenig’s brittle language
of angular metal and glass is a consciously lightweight,
dynamic counterpoint to the heaviness and stasis
of the granite, brick and achingly formal symmetry.’
(Kugel,C,2002:65-67)
The architectural statement that the building makes as a
counter measure to what the original building stood for is a
strong expression that can be utilized for the Centre for youth
sub cultural expression. The fact that the intervention by
Domenig also brings positive connotations to the building
in allowing natural light into the monumental structure of
Albert Speers is a successful architectural catalyst or fusion.
His conservation of the existing structure and the minimal
architectural intervention that spawns the old building to life
is a lesson that I intend on incorporating into my proposal.
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Pyramid in the Louvre
Paris, France
I.M. Pei
‘The pyramid by Pei is an iconic building to symbolize
France’s central role in art, politics and world economy at
the end of the twentieth century. It is not much the pyramid,
but the entrance space that it covers that is the most
important part of the project. The brilliance of making an
entrance to the world’s largest art museum by hollowingout its plaza and constructing underground connections
to its various wings could easily be lost amidst the
unmistakable iconography of the pyramid. The entrance has
rationalized and opened-up the collections of the Louvre
to the throngs of museum-goers who visit its collections.

Fig.117 View of the Pyramid at night

Fig.120 Public amenities around the Pyramid
Fig.118 View of the Pyramid in context with the Palais du Louvre

Fig.115 Main entrance of the Pyramid

Fig.116 Glazing tectonic of the Pyramid

Fig.119 The conical expression of the Pyramid in relation to the Palais du Louvre

Fig.121 Underground amenities of the Pyramid

In addition to the major undertaking in the plaza, collections 75
were redistributed and several courtyards are covered
and refurbished. Throughout, the restrained detailing
of the stone walls and floors, simple geometries, and
generously proportioned spaces serve as an appropriate
backdrop against both new and old. The intricate steel
connections and rods that support the pyramid are a
twentieth century expression equivalent to the ornate
carving in the masonry facades of the Palais du Louvre.
The project also included the construction of a shopping
mall, cultural center, an auditorium, and parking garages’.
(Kimball,1989:59-60)
The architecture expressed by the Louvre is theoretically
motivating in terms of providing a space that addresses
subcultures, although this specific building is not such, the
fascinating elements about it is the feeling of mainstream
or conventional activities operating above and the
underground activities operating below. The fact that the
entrance is pronounced in a unique way by providing a
pyramid over the galleries below starts to communicate
a sense of preservation and protection. A building that
allows one to discover its core below yet providing a
public space as well as generating a unique form that is
in contrast to the surrounding buildings is an encouraging
aspect that I intend on incorporating into my building.
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Federation Square
Melbourne, Australia
LAB Architecture Studio
‘This project has created a new civic focus for the city of
Melbourne. This addition has created a new cultural centre
for the city fulfilling a long-held ambition to provide an
authentic civic destination. The present design is the result
of a major international competition which was won by LAB
architecture studio and Bates Smart Architects. It is a project
that has proved to be an enormous undertaking due to
its scale, cost, complexity, and the diversity of its features.

Fig.122 The Square joins the city centre with the Yarra river and the South Bank development with its restaurants and entertainment venues
Fig.123 Dramatic illumination transforms the square in the evening and adds to its dynamism.

Fig.124 A view of the main square showing the facade system.

Fig.125 Aerial view of the Federation Square project, and its relation to downtown Melbourne and the Yarra river.

The project is a mix of galleries, cinemas, restaurants,
and venues housed in a cluster of cohesively designed
buildings. In the centre is the large, irregular 38041.3 m2
civic square which forms the focus of the project. The versatile
sloping typography, raised planters, and surrounding cafes
offer plenty of casual seating for outdoor performances. This
space, which can hold 15000 people, is a formal events 77
venue but also has a traditional role as a permeable,
flexible meeting and passing place for workers, visitors,
and those on their way to nearby destinations. This lends
the space constant dynamism which is enhanced by
the flexibility of the design, allowing for an array of uses
from large gatherings to more intimate relaxation spaces.
The square acts as a bridge to link with further development
to the south, establishing connections with the surrounding
riverside landscape. This has been a unique opportunity to
create a new urban square in the heart of an already developed
city. Its proximity to transport, tourist, and civic facilities has
added to its popularity, as demonstrated by the fact that in the
first year alone, 6 million people visited the Federation Square.’
(Gaventa,2006:24)
The federation square was chosen as a precedent because
it has achieved what the proposed project intends to
accomplish. The permeable nature of the building renders
it as public domain and the flexibility of its functions works
well within its context. The façade articulation is in contrast
to the surrounding buildings, which is an inspiration for
the Centre. The successful generation of a meeting place
that expresses a visually stimulating outer skin onto
the urban realm is an element that the centre will adopt.

Centre for Contemporary Art
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Cincinnati, USA
Zaha Hadid
‘The contemporary Arts Center is a forum for the exchange
of the ideas and a gathering place for people of all
cultures and ages. It represents an ever-changing
menu of visual and performing arts that feeds the
cultural vitality of Cincinnati. The museum is not defined
by a collection and a set approach to art. Rather, it
is a changeable site that is open and receptive to
the creative diversity of artists from around the globe.

Fig.126 Transparent lobby is topped by heavy, stacked blocks of glass, metal and raw concrete, making the upper floors appear weightless and giving the building a
graceful, sculptural quality.

The architecture of the new Contemporary Arts Center
building redefines the boundaries between art and life
in various ways. The building itself is as original and
enigmatic as a piece of abstract or conceptual art. Like a
work of art, it has its own strong formal logic. In this case, the
formal logic informs the spatial logic of a piece of civic life.’
(Kimball,2003:58-61)

Fig.128 Gallery forms part of the atrium space.

Fig.129 Hadid abstracts the bustle of the neighborhood on a downtown corner
adjacent to commercial buildings

Fig.130 The ‘urban carpet’ incorporates the sidewalk as part of the building.

The significance of this building is its connection with
art; it expresses itself as a sculpture within the urban
realm and engages with the community in helping to
broaden the audience for contemporary art. It also plays
an imperative role in developing local art enthusiasts
into an involved community. The openness of the ground
floor level and the penetration of light into various parts
of the building make the passer-by aware that there is
something exciting going inside. The ground floor surface
bends upwards at the back of the building creating a
strong continuity with the vertical circulation space cutting
through the building. This surface is the “urban carpet”
that articulates the public accessibility of the building.
The transparent movement expressed within the building
is in total contrast to its topped heavy stacked blocks
of glass, metal and raw concrete that is expressed
on the outside. This instant icon expresses itself
sculpturally in comparison to its surrounding architecture
and generates visual stimulation around the site.

Fig.127 Transforming sidewalk into lobby floor into back wall into one continous
concrete surface

Fig.131 East-West section_Centre for Contemporary Arts

Fig.132 Ground floor plan_Centre for Contemporary Arts

Fig.133 Fifth floor plan_Centre for Contemporary Arts
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Fig.140 Internal view of the Air Shard

War Museum
Fig.135 The building’s external skin expresses it as a constant icon from the docklands

Manchester, England
Daniel Liebeskind
The fascination with this building is Libeskind’s nonliteral transformation of a unique concept into a building.
As a landmark building and extrovert to the extreme,
it cooperates to raise the architectural temperature
well above the local norm of awful shopping palaces,
meaninglessly symmetrical PoMo bronzed glass
offices and low-grade vernacular / Georgian housing.

Fig.137 View of the building from the canal

Fig.134 The building’s main public entrance is virtually imperceptible, slotted in at
the base of the tower.

Fig.136 Poised on the edge of Salford Quays, the monumental shards of Libeskind’s museum mark another stage in the regeneration of a defunct urban docklands.

Fig.138 Main Floor plan of the War Museum

Fig.139 Lower Floor plan of the War Museum

‘This sculptural masterpiece is coherent as an object
despite its dynamic plan; yet its curves and diagonals
differentiate it dramatically from the horizontal and vertical
backdrop of ordinary buildings’ (Blundell,2003:3643). This is the type of identity in terms of its immediate
visual presence among other ‘ordinary’ looking buildings
that I hope to achieve with my building. The different
forms that the architecture pronounces as a signature
to the public has become the museum’s logo, this
as an architectural element is also what I intend on
achieving with the building in pronouncing a logo that
resembles to the public as a space for youth expression.
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Fig.142 Graffiti expression on surrounding buildings contributes to the robust feel
construed within the context (Author,2006)

Fig.144 Main entrance of Carfex club. (Author,2006)

Fig.146 Old factory building being converted into offices. (Author,2006)

Fig.147 Graffiti competitions provide a visually stimulating environment. This graffiti
competition was won by a group from the Netherlands (Author,2006)

Newtown Cultural Precinct
Johannesburg, South Africa
Blue IQ initiative

Fig.141 Scupltural artworks form part of the urban expression (Author,2006)

Fig.143 Graffiti expression on face brick walls (Author,2006)

Fig.145 Mary Fitzgerald Square (Author,2006)

This precinct is situated adjacent to the CBD of Johannesburg and comprises
of various empty factory sheds that have been converted into art galleries and
night clubs. The precinct was initially a dilapidated urban wasteland that had
a low property value but the urban regeneration employed by Gapp Architects
has uprooted this area in creating a platform for urban expression. The
regeneration has rendered Newton as a flexible arena and has become a very
popular destination for young people that engage in urban related expression.
This flexible arena has a public square that caters for live performances by
poets, musicians and artists. Sculptures are also exhibited within the green
spaces provided within the precinct, making the users of the space as part of
the exhibition rather that as visitors. Graffiti competitions on the surrounding
walls have enhanced the visual quality of the area whereby one can
physically notice it as a different part of the city. The visual quality expressed
in separate parts of the precinct is an inspiration for the centre in demarcating
a specific space within the city that confers itself to a specific group of people.
The aspect of using an existing derelict building and converting its function
relates to sub cultural ideologies.
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The design is about expressing a visual statement onto the urban realm.

esselen street

Design concept:

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN

The architectural forms expressed within the context of
the site became signifiers that communicated rigidity,
conformity, conventionalism, dominance and static
aesthetics. The element of resistance expresses a
countertrend to the mainstream conventionalism construed
within the context. A non pragmatic manifestation that
communicates visuality since ‘visuality is naturally a
central concern, not only because of its involvement
in the representation of otherness, but also because
visual identity and style are important signifiers of
cultural expression and identities’. (Van Eeden, 2005:7)

The
existing
buildings
on
the
edge
of
the
site
form
barriers;
these
barriers
enclose the subculture that is operating within. The
idea is in creating a situation where the mainstream
society is operating externally and the subcultures,
internally. The design resists against the old police
headquarters because of its initial function as well as
its architectural tectonics and the expression that it
projects onto the urban realm. The authoritative statement
of the old police headquarters is resisted against
by the centre for youth sub cultural expression. This
resistance is not a negative connotation but a positive
fusion with the old in regenerating a derelict building.

The design implication for the centre for youth sub
cultural expression will therefore focus on the notion of
visuality and resistance in architecture. Visuality and
resistance being the central concern with regards to form.

The expressive and complexity of its form projects
tension, pretentiously revealing its protruding forms
to the public in communicating conflict against the
conventional order that mainstream society projects.
It is this visual statement that the building represents
which identifies it as a building with an affiliation with a
counter culture, a physical representation of production
and movement that becomes an on going exhibition.

old police
headquarters
mientjies street

The manner in which the project interrelates with the
existing architectural forms construed within the context
was formulated with relation to sub cultural theories. The
notion that subcultures represent resistance became
the point of departure that was initiated in deriving an
architecture that challenged the principles of conformity.

alan’s place
apartments
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subculture

Fig 148 The visual articulation protrudes onto Esselen Street since it is a major pedestrian and vehicular movement route.

Existing derelict

Sub cultural invasion________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

The positive fusion that the building makes becomes an inscription made by the subculture.
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esselen street
DESIGN PROGRESSION

1

This stage of the design focused
of form, the movement of people
from Esselen Street through an
between the old police building
basement entrance for Alan’s
foyer

existing entrance to basement parking

The initial concept expressed the idea of subcultures
operating underneath the mainstream. The subculture then
produced artworks that were exhibited to the mainstream in
order to gain recognition. The artworks would be exhibited
in the protruding forms as indicated on the model.

public space

on the generation
would be filtered
existing 3m gap
and the existing
place apartments.

existing 3m gap
existing staircase

mientjies
street
public space
foyer
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The Mientjies Street entrance was via the existing ramp
of the old police building, this entrance led the visitor
into the protruding forms where art was exhibited. On
the contrary, the Esselen entrance led the visitor into
a public space and a foyer space on the ground floor
which also had access onto the protruding forms.

alan’s place apartments
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line of existing dividing wall

ENTRANCE

Fig.149 Plan indicating visual connection from Esselen and Mientjies
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Fig.150 Perspective of Esselen Street entrance
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PAST, PRESENT, FUTURE

exhiibtion
exhiibtion

2

ngl - esselen street level

production

Fig.152 Perspective of Mientjies Street entrance

Fig.153 Relationship of past, present and future

The different spaces were demarcated into the notion of
past, present and future. These spaces were respectively
expressed as public, semi-public and private. The
public space catered for exhibitions, a library and a
restaurant; the semi-public formed part of the public
space and catered for exhibitions on the ground
floor – this space catered for art exhibitions, graffiti,
breakdancing, poetry, urban related expression, a foyer
and retail amenities that sold sub cultural artworks. The
future catered for music studios, a lounge, and a club.
The
future
[subculture]
produces
artworks
underground and expresses it on the public level.
The idea was based on the notion that movement
from past to present in the visitors point of
view, him/her acquires a glimpse of the future.

boundary
public space
new position of fire staircase

storage
main entrance

loading bay

mientjies entrance
ramp down
Fig.154 Plan of intervention indicating the boundary

natural light and views

foyer

Fig.155 Initial articulation of first floor
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mient

Amenities in the form of a restaurant and a retail outlet
were placed on the ground floor; this opened out into the
public space. The motive behind this was to attract people
through the space and once they are within the space,
these functions will make them participate within the public
space and make it a vibrant domain. These spaces are
safer when people inside can watch over those outside.
They are more interesting and safer when those outside
feel some contact with people inside adjacent buildings.

jies st

reet

SITE PROCESS
The second concept was a drastic development from
the first; the design still retained its initial concept but the
structure was extended in the eastern direction. The motive
for this extension was to rezone the studios from their
underground position to an elevated position whereby
the public would be able to view the artists at work.

nt

restaura

gallery

shop

‘Public spaces are vibrant when
they are interesting and safe’.
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Fig.156 Model indicating Esselen street entrance
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CONCEPT 2

terrace

Fig.157 Model indicating access paths from Mientjies Street to the lobby and the public space

The club was moved into the first floor of Alan’s place
apartments since that space is currently vacant and
it initially functioned as a disco. These modifications
simplified the design and made it more adaptable as
a public space. The initial entrance from Esselen Street
was sealed off; the existing commercial divisions were
rezoned across the street as per the urban proposal.
The vacant retail divisions on the ground floor of Alan’s
place apartments become the new entrance into the public
space. This manifested the design into a more permeable
intervention; the idea was to allow people to filter
through the public space from Esselen to Mientjies Street.

e

g servic

existin
core

The main entrance into the building was not expressed on
the street; entrance into the building was only accessible
from the public space. This idea was initiated with
relation to sub cultural theories since subcultures regard
themselves as being diverse to the larger society. The
secondary entrance from Mientjies Street was retained;
the intersecting point of these entrance points manifested
the position of the building’s lobby. The lobby was
positioned on the first floor to enable more public activities
on the ground floor; the community radio station was
located on the ground floor to give it the true meaning
of its function. This position allowed the community
not to be merely viewers, but participants as well.

eet

gallery

treet

en s
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gallery
CLUB

archive
gallery
s h o p

retail

Fig.158 Permeability from Esselen Street

public
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club
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mientjies street

esselen street

community radio
station

offices

graffiti

terrace

village gardens parking
mientjies building

‘Every square will also express and fit
the Local District identity’ [MDC Proposal]
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alan’s place apartments

exhibition
old police building
exhibition

esselen street
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The first three floors of the old police headquarters
were transformed; the first floor now functioned as a
media lab, archive and a lobby. The space between
the old police building and Alan’s place apartment
was rendered as a lounge space; this space becomes
mono functional diurnally and nocturnally. Diurnally, it
becomes a space where one can relax and read since
the archive is adjacent to it; nocturnally, it functions
together with the club as a haven for clubbers willing
to relax after expressing themselves on the dance floor.

housing
gallery
gallery
club

lounge

archive
retail

archive

lounge

club

stage
lobby

shop
public space below

public space below

restaurant [on ground floor
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housing
gallery

exhibition

entrance
public space below

void

void
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void

stage

Fig.159 Perspective indicating the permeability from Esselen Street into the public space

Functions like these relate to the street
and not withdraw from it, these activities
benefit from interaction with the public
realm and contribute to the life of the street.
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The sequential frames were derived from playing a
Hip Hop sub cultural song; the progression from frame
1 to frame 31 expresses the routine of a subculture.
Frame 1 and 31signifies mainstream or conventional
order; frame 2 to 30 are the gradual secession of the
subculture away from the conformed orders that frame
1 and 31 express. The relevance of these frames
is in the notion that even though subcultures resist
against the mainstream, they eventually do express
themselves to the mainstream to gain recognition.
The frames resonate with the lifestyle of a
subculture.
The significance of these frames with regards to the
design is in the metamorphic nature of the diverse 97
functions expressed in the design. When designing
for the domain of youth, it is imperative to design
spaces that are conducive for different expressions.
The design articulates a vibrant environment where the
youth can interact; the spaces are mutations of existing
conformed elements that are construed within the site.

METAMORPHOSIS OF SUB CULTURAL SPACE

frame 1

frame 2

frame 17

frame 18

frame 3

frame 19

frame 4

frame 20

frame 5

frame 6

frame 6

frame 8

frame 21

frame 22

frame 23

frame 24

frame 9

frame 25

frame 10

frame 11

frame 26

frame 27

frame 12

frame 28

frame 13

frame 29

frame 14

frame 15

frame 30

frame 31

frame 16
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DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
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Fig.160 Aerial view of site

Fig.162 View from skatepark

Fig.163 Esselen Street approach across from the DTI building

Fig.164 Mientjies Street approach

Fig.165 Esselen Street approach

DESIGN PROPOSAL
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Fig.166 Loading bay on Mientjies Street

Fig.167 Building in context

Fig.161 View of building from the DTI

Fig.168 South west perspective of building
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Structure of the Old Police building:

The technical expression of the design is based on the advent of robustness.

The centre for youth sub cultural expression
is part of an existing intervention. The old
police building consists of face brick
external walls, it has a one way post
tensioned structural system whereby
the main structural columns are placed
on the edge of the building in a west
– east orientation. The building has two
existing service ducts that extend from
the sixth floor slab up to the first floor
slab; this slab is a 300mm thick and
carries the service pipes from the ducts.
Existing

Slabs and columns

Ducts

Introduction

TECHNICAL INVESTIGATION

The architectural proposal is conducive to youth obstinacies
in the sense that artistic content expressed around and
within the building will not be considered as vandalism but
as art. This manifested the robustness of the material choices
for the design; the technical articulation of the design was
to express a shed like structure within a predominantly
masonry and concrete urban environment. The diverseness
of the structure within the existing urban environment
narrates with the distinctive expression of the design.
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The New Building:
The intervention punctures through the
first, second and third floor slabs of the
existing building. The columns that run
down from the bottom of the third floor
slab to the column’s foundation will be
demolished. The process of this system
is a complex procedure.
Specialist
engineers render the process viable, as
long as the proposed intervention will
support the existing structural system.
The new structural system both supports
the existing structure and facilitates the
new functions proposed for the building.

Perspective of intervention and elements to be demolished

Proposed
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The structure for the new building effectively
acts as a large girder truss or space frame.
The new structure is three floors high and
comprises of steel beams and columns
that holistically acts as one major beam
punctured through the existing building.

Propping

Supporting existing loads

Structural development

Steel:

Design:

Steel belongs to that group of metals
containing iron, known as ferrous metals,
which includes cast iron, wrought iron
and steel, as well as alloys like stainless
steel and weathering steel. Of the
common building materials, steel is the
strongest and toughest. It has high thermal
conductivity and it is comparatively
cheap to extract and shape. Steel is
easy to recycle, and the energy to do
so is small. Of the ferrous metals steel
is the cheapest and by far the most
used metals in the construction industry.

The steel structure’s geometry and
profiles should be inspected and
certified by a professional engineer
or other certified person according to
SANS 10160 for loads, and according
to SANS 10162 for the steel structure.

Structural Articulation:
The new building’s structure comprises
of I – section steel beams and columns,
the beams are 533mm deep and 210mm
wide. The beams support the loads from
the existing floor slab and columns that
have been retained above the third floor.
In order to achieve symmetry, the beams
of the new building must cater for the
load distribution along the grid lines of
the existing building. The design of the
structure, essentially provided a beam
running in the direction of the initial space
occupied by the demolished column.
Therefore, the beam running underneath
the retained column transfers the loads
along the edge beams of the new
structure and then into the foundation via
the new columns. This load distribution
via the new beam must be implemented
at all areas within the existing structure
whereby its initial load has been affected.

The section of the steel structure for the
new building that penetrates the old
police building does not have to be
braced because it is automatically a
stiffened system due to the connections
with the existing slabs as well as the loads
implemented on it by the retained columns
and slabs. The southern part of the structure
is braced on the sides and the bottom
with equal steel channels. This system is
enough, according to specialist engineers
to keep the structure in equilibrium.

Northwest perspective of fused structural system

Southeast perspective of structure

Southwest perspective of fused structural system

Northwest perspective of structure

Perspective showing beams

Southeast perspective of fused structural system

Northeast perspective of structure

existing grid line

beam to reinforce distribution

533mm X 210mm beams
533mm X 210mm columns
Structure works as a holistic beam through the old building

Fig.169 Structural system in plan

Fig.170 Sectional perspective of structure through the building

Southwest perspective of structure
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150mm Precast
concrete floor
30mm cement screed

210mm X 533mm
I-section steel Beam
with intumescent
paint finish

15mm fibre board

90

0m

m

90

0m
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Fig.171 Composite flooring detail

0m

m

133mm X 193mm
Mild Steel I-beam
support @ 900mm
centres

200mm X 200mm X 24mm equal
anlge cleat welded to column/beam

100mm X 100mm X 16mm equal
angle cleat bolted to metal plate
with M20 bolt

210mm X 533mm Steel column
bolted to 210 X 533mm I-section
steel beam with 6 X M36 bolts

210mm X 533mm
NorthI-section steel
beam

Under calm conditions, warmed air within a space moves
upward to the ceiling, leaving the cooler air below.
This movement is enhanced firstly if the temperature
differential between warm and cool air is greater and
secondly, if there is greater height in the space in which
the air moves. Air is warmed by humans, by lighting,
by office machinery or cooking equipment and most
often by radiant sunshine passing through a window.
[Napier, 2000: 5.2]

Most part of the building employs passive ventilation,
areas such as the radio station and the music
studio will employ HVAC system for ventilation.

Ventilation:
The centre for youth sub cultural expression employs
a lot of openable sections within the building. Natural
ventilation is achieved through these openings since
the building articulates a permeable envelope. The
structure employs passive design principles; air flows
due to the stack effect, and wind on the surfaces. The
provision of a void compliments the stack effect; since
hot air rises, it is extracted upwards and the sinking
nature of cold air cools areas such as the music studio.
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Pressure differentials at openings cause air flow through
rooms. Openings at angles greater than 60 degrees
relative to the wind will promote good cross ventilation.
The efficiency of cross-ventilation depends on the shape
and orientation of openings. The leeward openings
within the building are larger than the windward
openings hence optimal ventilation is achieved.
[AAl 210 notes, 2003 - Pieter Joubert]

20mm thick
steel plate
welded to
angle cleat

Fig.172 Bracing system

The stack principle:

Fig.173 North easterly and South westerly air movements through the building

The building’s width is 8.5m, which is optimal to
achieve cross ventilation since ventilation rate drops
with distance between openings. A shallow room with
small openings will be better cross-ventilated than a
deeper space [AAL 210 notes, 2003 – Pieter Joubert].
Joubert states that it is recommended that room depth
not exceed 5x the room height (d<5H), the distance
that the air has to flow in the building is minimized.

Fig.174 South westerly air movements in cross section

8.5m
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21 March / September @ 08H00

21 March / September @ 12H00

An analysis of the existing sun penetration onto the
northern façade of the old police building was done in
order to gain insight into the specific design of sun control.

21 March / September @ 10H00

21 March / September @ 14H00

e
Jun

exhibition

gallery

gallery

gallery

lounge

archive

21

Sept
arch &

The fused intervention’s northern façade needs to be
shaded in areas such as the lounge and archive spaces
on the first floor. The gallery on the second floor also needs
to be shaded; resolving this will be a technical as well as a
design feat, since the building expresses itself on the urban
realm – a visual statement should therefore be articulated.

The red lines indicate the façade of the fused intervention;
the fact that the design extends from the existing building
denotes that the extended area does not form part of the
shading system that the old police building employs.
The northern façade of the new building will be bi
functional; technically, it will serve as a sun protection
device and aesthetically it will form part of the visual
statement that the design conveys unto the urban realm.

21 M

The northern façade of the old police building is well
design for shading; the existing slabs extend out enough
for the building to be shaded against the sun. By referring
to the sketches, one can notice how the façade is
shaded for summer sun in December but allows sun
penetration during winter. For the equinoxes, (March and
September), the vertical shadow angle remains constant.

21 Dec

Northern Sun:

club
The Design:
The concept of the sun shading device persists with the
concept of resistance; the idea is to generate a skin that
expresses against the linearity of the existing façade of
the old police building. The material composition of the
shading device will be composed entirely of steel; again
an advent against the masonry composition of the existing
building. The spaces that will be shaded by the sun device
have glazed facades; hence the shading device should
provide shade for summer sun but allow light for winter sun.

Fig.175 External window and wall of Old Police building

21 March / September @ 16H00

The initial bi functional nature of the shading device
perseveres yet again, the design of the device for the new
building works as a balustrade as well as a shading device.
The device is constituted of red Cor – ten steel mesh, the
motive is for the mesh to stain the existing building which will
signify the building as an invaded space by the subculture.

21 December @ 12H00

Fig.176 Sketch of northern facade articulation
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21 December @ 08H00

21 December @ 14H00

21 December @ 10H00

21 December @ 16H00
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steel mesh

housing

housing
steel angle bolted to mesh

existing concrete
column

housing
21 June @ 08H00

new slab

cor ten steel mesh
existing slab

gallery

sliding door

terrace

existing concrete
beam and slab
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glazing

new steel
column

gallery
d1

detail 1

21 June @ 10H00

archive

existing concrete
column

terrace

d2

retail

esselen str

Fig.177 Part section of building

21 June @ 12H00

21 June @ 14H00

21 June @ 16H00
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Cor-Ten Steel:

Fire:

This weathering steel is copper bearing and fully weldable as long as the correct electrodes are used. This steel corrodes
to a dark brown colour, then stabilizes, and never needs to be painted. The motive for the choice of this steel is due to the
fact that it stains the environment during the early stages of ‘rusting’, hence the idea is for parts of the cladding system
for the building to stain the existing buildings as well as the environment. This stained environment would demarcate
the space that the building occupies as an invaded space by the subculture and classify it diverse to the other public
spaces within its context. The stained environment adds to the robust feel that the building visually communicates.

steel angle welded
to support

I-section fixed to existing
slab and welded to steel
support
steel angle bolted to steel plate
with mesh in between

detail 2

cor ten steel mesh

isometric

existing concrete slab

light
steel grating

plan

existing slab

club

light

sliding door
Fig.178 Section of Club facade

steel bolted to existing slab

Fig.179 Facade assimilate (Author, 2006)

The emergency stairways exposed outside must
all have railings on both sides, the exposed
stairway that discharges the club and lounge
space are subject to SABS 0400-1900 rule TT2.4.

.1m

4m
38

.9m

First floor fire layout plan

41m

The building has four emergency fire escape stairways
that comply with SABS 0400 – 1900 section T. The
stairway on the ground floor that opens out onto the
public space has a roller shutter door system, according
to SABS 0400-1900 Section TT22, any revolving or
sliding door or automatically operated door shutter may
form part of an emergency route where such door or
shutter is positioned at the end of such route discharging
to a safe area. This roller shutter door will be opened
during most part of the day; therefore the stairway will
discharge people out of the building onto the public space.

39

14.4m

18.3m

6m

steel plate bolted
to existing slab
with friction bolts

26.8m

19.

The club is fully glazed from slab to slab; the shading device shades the club as well as contributing to the robust
aesthetic of the building. The light connections give the club a vibrant and funky expression on the building’s
façade at night. The sliding door allows for cross ventilation and transpires the club’s feel out onto the Esselen Street.

The strength of steel drops at temperatures of about
500 degrees celsius hence the steel structure must
be protected from fire. The structure of the building
will be finished with clear intumescent paint; which
produces an insulating foam during a fire, delaying
flame spread and improving fire resistance without
affecting the appearance of steel the structure. Coating
thickness of 1mm gives a fire protection of 60 minutes.
The fire protection rate occupancy B2 according to SABS
0400-1900 is 30 minutes, therefore the intumescent paint
will provide ample time for evacuation in the case of fire.
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